### STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
**DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA**
**NOVEMBER 4, 2008**

#### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: □

#### FEDERAL OFFICES
- **PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT**
  - JOHN MCCAIN and SARAH PALIN
- **CONSTITUENT AMENDMENT**
  - Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.
  - To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.
- **CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS**
  - Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources; to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, and fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; and to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034?
- **UNITED STATES SENATOR**
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - DEAN BARBER
    - JORM COULMAN
    - AL FAHRENS
    - CHARLES ADKINS
    - JAMES NIMACK
- **UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE**
  - DISTRICT 2
    - JOHN KLINE
    - STEVE GARVI
- **STATE OFFICES**
  - **STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
    - DISTRICT 38B
      - LYNN VARELOW
      - MIKE OBERMEYER

#### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- **CITY OFFICES**
  - **CITY OF EAGAN**
    - COUNCIL MEMBER
      - VOTE FOR UP TO TWO
        - MEG TILLEY
        - CYNTHIA FIELDS
        - KIM RUTHER
        - PETER SCHAEFFER
- **SPECIAL ELECTION FOR COUNCIL MEMBER**
  - To fill vacancy in term expiring January 2, 2011
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - GARY HANSEN
    - ROSS ANDERSON
- **COUNTY OFFICES**
  - **COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
    - DISTRICT 3
      - VOTE FOR ONE
        - THOMAS EGAN
        - SCOTT KULM
  - **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**
    - DISTRICT 2
      - VOTE FOR ONE
        - SCOTT NORDSTAD
        - MIKAL BROWN
        - VICTORIA DVORAK
  - **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**
    - DISTRICT 4
      - VOTE FOR ONE
        - CHRIS NIELSEN
        - PETER THOMAS SCHAEFFER
  - **SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR**
    - DISTRICT 5
      - VOTE FOR ONE
        - JOE MEYERS
        - MICHAEL T. CARR

#### BONDS FOR LAND ACQUISITION
- Shall the City of Eagan be authorized to issue and sell its general obligation bonds in a principal amount not to exceed $10,250,000 for the purpose of acquiring approximately 120 acres of land formerly known as Carriage Hills Golf Course for public facilities, recreation, and open space uses?
  - VOTE FOR ONE
    - YES
    - NO

#### BY VOTING "YES" ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING FOR A PROPERTY TAX INCREASE.